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Evolution of stars and stellar populations
Salaris (Liverpool John Moores Univ., UK) and Cassisi (INAF-Astronomical Observatory of Collurania,
Italy) have prepared an excellent work in stellar population studies, where stellar and galactic structures
merge. Written from the perspective that stars are the basic building blocks of clusters and galaxies, this
book explores fairly rigorously how understanding the nuclear and evolutionary processes of stars affects
the observed properties of entire stellar systems. Compared with other books on stellar astrophysics, this
one takes an unconventional approach. Beginning with an opening chapter on cosmology and nuclear
physics, the book builds, chapter by chapter, to a level allowing readers to understand how vast
assemblages of stars and even unresolved galaxies at the edge of the observable universe can be
interpreted. Whenever necessary, the book also describes how various governing physical equations can
be mathematically solved to derive observable properties such as color-magnitude diagrams of clusters,
light curves of supernovae, stellar luminosity functions, etc. Because of the enormous breadth of the
subjects, the book cannot easily stand on its own as a full treatment of stellar astrophysics, but it is ideal
as a course resource. A must have.
Summing Up: Essential. Upper-division undergraduates through faculty.
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